
There are twelve clues with the term 1/12. 
1/12 refers to "one member of a class" and 
is any one of the following CANTOR, 
FREGE, GODEL, HILBERT, MOORE, 
PEANO, PEIRCE, QUINE, RAMSEY, 
TARSKI, TURING or VENN. The solver 
has to figure out which of these 12 belongs 
to which clue to be able to solve / annotate 
the clue. 
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Across

1 Reviews e.g., 1/12's Form V, instructionally by 
arrangement (4,4)

5 Fiona's core proposition is not about restricted rest 
(6)

10 Lament plaintive Song for Rossetti (dead), ends in 
recurrence (5)

11 Unlimited counts at the end, a woman that's given 
birth a thousand times to Chief (9)

12 Socialising is not unusual for experts at reasoning 
(9)

13 These numbers oddly amount to nothing and 
beguile ears regularly (5)

14 Jack and Thomas unconventionally sat out (6)

15 Instructionally piss in 1/12's space - primarily swap 
partners, adds zest (7)

18 Without an alternative, 1/12's resolved to limit 
space's end, middle and beginning (7)

20 An attendant in concrete, empty houses from East 
(6)

22 Groups of 1/12 switches (5)

24 1/12, without introduction, worked with many 
people in the end and foremost is deserving praise 
(9)

25 Everyone's after the big building, an uncomfortable 
position being behind it (5,4)

26 Say, a bot starts to lock and release vaults 
automatically (5)

27 Disaster struck as evolution made a step (6)

28 Elementary school in restoration, withhold 
microloans for fuel (8)

Down

1 In the end, young 1/12 suffered a transformation 
like cole literally becoming calf and caused a 
nuisance (6)

2 Rank, say, Newton's university in parts (9)

3 1/12's nameless poet comrade edited and corrected 
excessively (15)

4 Describe without a stylish, catching phrasal 
language principally (7)

6 Moodily disturbed, meant to tone down before mate 
(15)

7 Toe to head, 1/12 replaced single nightshirt, 
primarily with a large uniform (5)

8 1/12's cook finally left out sides, alternately made a 
roast (8)

9 Made sacrifices to face emergency (6)

16 Zero guarantee, say, on covering right -- ultimately 
male dominated (9)

17 Develops within uinitiated minds, including 
confused rebels, mostly contracted (8)

19 Instrument mirthless Mahatma redesigned following 
model (3-3)

20 Meddler not affirmative after 1/12 returned softly 
with a good deal (7)

21 Essentially shirtless 1/12's not cold at sea without a 
shawl (6)

23 Ignoring outsiders, 1/12 in retirement displayed an 
African flower (5)


